
Thanksgiving  Tablescapes
Inspiration For 2023
Thanksgiving is just around the corner, get inspired by these
stunning Thanksgiving tablescapes that are sure to promote
autumnal creativity.

Superyachts tend to be environments where an amalgamation of
cultural backgrounds come together. Whether you’re onboard a
busy charter yacht that caters for guests from all corners of
the world, or you are part of a melting pot crew of mixed
nationalities – there are many holidays and traditions to be
celebrated onboard, and Thanksgiving is perhaps one of the
most important for American crew and guests.

As most yacht owners like their vessels to be chasing year-
round sun in far-flung locations, you may have to bring the
cosy tones of Autumn to your yacht yourself in a more creative
way. With Thanksgiving on the horizon, it’s time to conjure up
some  Autumnal  creativity  and  create  unforgettable  table
settings for your guests, whilst also sharing thanks with your
crew.

For inspiration, here are some stunning table settings that
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are perfect for Thanksgiving feasts;

 

View this post on Instagram

 

A post shared by Table Stylist (@table_stylist_super_yachts)

@table_stylist_super_yachts demonstrates how to keep it simple
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by using dried flowers and leaves that flow onto the table.

 

View this post on Instagram

 

A post shared by ThreeTables_AtSea (@threetables_atsea)

These pumpkin napkin folds by @threetables_atsea are a fun and
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creative addition to your table.

 

View this post on Instagram

 

A post shared by The Stew Table (@thestewtable)

If you want to keep it low-key, or don’t have access to
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pumpkins,  implement  natural  materials  and  colours  instead.
Photo by @thestewtable

 

View this post on Instagram

 

A post shared by Secrets of a Stewardess (@secretsofastew)
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Who  says  Pumpkins  are  only  for  Halloween?  @secretsofastew
shows how to create a stunning centrepiece by simply cutting
the middle out of a Pumpkin and adding dried flowers.

 

View this post on Instagram

 

A post shared by decorable. eu (@decorable.eu)
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This  elegant  and  sophisticated  setting  by  @decorable.eu
combines moody autumnal tones and chic flowing napkins.

Read More: 5 Superyacht Cocktail Recipes For International
Cocktail Day 
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